
No Place For You

As a result of the burgeoning national support for assertively implemented and heavily 
smoke-screened educational transformations – transformations which then repeatedly demanded 
the ever more unfettered blame and redistribution of teachers – well, the very fact that low-
income-school teachers had ever been viewed as valuable and had thus been offered long-term 
loyalty-matters contracts?  

Produced a modern-day accountability conundrum. 
The very fact that loyal, career-committed teachers had ever held a long-term-contracted 

value, obligated the district to secure alternate assignments for the each year escalating 
displacement of old-school educators.  

However; the every day louder, reformer-led denigration of this contract-demanded 
placement – an action which teachers couldn’t avoid, and one which had, in fact, been created 
through a district loyalty to, and a heavy dependence upon, long-term reliable employees – 
quickly became simply yet another distracting facet in the flashily glittering razzle-dazzle.  
Assertively disseminated, the suddenly public vilification of placed teachers was now proffered 
up as being the latest aggressively argued reason for a supplemental low-income-school failure.

In other words: 
If previously honored, highly valued teachers from one low-income, low-scoring school 

could be forced, through mandates of reform, out of the jobs they had loved and, as a result of 
esteemed-employee/long-term contracts, be “loyally” placed into another school – but, if, in 
reform years?  The teaching positions available increasingly existed only inside those schools 
where an aggressive testing invasion had just forced out that school’s previously loyal, long-
term-contracted employees, and, in the process, manufactured multiple reform-mandated job 
openings…

(Oh, yes; this does get complicated.  
Sadly?  
That’s the point.  
As the never-ending flow of reformations continue to intertwine; as the glitter, glitz, 

razzle-dazzle and flash continue to intermix and camouflage reality?  Very few people make the 
effort to stick it out: to stick it out and fight all the way through.) 

But if, now, the assertively advertised reason why the second low-income building has 
once again been labeled as failing and can now be deemed in need of additional Big Money 
reforms?  Oh, surely this would simply be the direct result of those so many recently arrived and 
chaotically forced-placed teachers.  Those so many unhappy employees obligated to leave both 
the teaching positions they had wished to keep, and the schools where, through long years of 
employment, they had embedded a personal allegiance.  

Driven out and reassigned into the newly-forced vacancies created by the non-voluntary 
movement of teachers into new schools; haphazardly compelled to take instructional positions 
from their new building’s previously loyal and long-term-contracted educators – positions which 
had only recently belonged to those teachers forced out of what they had thought of as their 
schools, and away from the work and communities which, exactly like the employees now forced 
to appropriate their recently-held positions, they had been loyal to and loved...

(Confused?  Oh, but wait; there’s more.
The smoke gets thicker.)



Fully force-transferred into new assignments; starting over once again; making the effort 
to build an essential attachment to students, parents and a new community, but, in reality, simply 
employed inside yet another low-income, low-scoring (and therefore reform-funding-lucrative) 
building where frenzied, poorly-planned reformations and inexperienced, thin-skinned 
administrators worked to keep the confusing smoke of academic instability securely in place – as 
the test scores produced within upheaval and chaos remained low, and even dropped 
precipitously?   

Recently forced-placed teachers could now be additionally blamed.  
Enshrouded within the smoke engendered by an increasingly confusing disorder; 

viciously subjected to the national recipe for a tumultuously never-ending chaos: 
Latest positioned and easiest targeted arrivals?
Could once again be forced out.  
Forced out, force-placed and, consequently:
Reblamed.
Again.


